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WELCOME
WIZARDS
 2000 unique Xwizard
NFTS on the XRPL

blockchain

Magic Mission: 
Bring gamers

together
around an XRPL
NFT community

while
supporting

environmental
recovery

Our future is
inevitably linked to

the Metaverse 
 
 

Xwizard embodies bold
and adventurous

experimenting with
future science and

technology
 

Together, we
will forge a
better future
through gaming

and Web3
applications

Cbot Labs will donate
a portion of it's

profits from the nft
project to ocean

conservation

At the time of mint,
each XWizard token
will be burnable to
receive one xwizard

NFT



Each quality will
have a specific

rarity
 

This game utility
will be revealed

when/if the
associated game

is released

background
Hat

Body

Beard 
OutFit
item

Each NFT will be
randomly generated
from these qualities

 
Xwizard NFTs may

potentially allow the
holder to have gaming

capabilities in the future

Xwizard is not a promise of
future profit or security



Xwizard
Creations

display
sets are
liable to
change



Step 5:
 Burn xWizard

tokens 1:1 with
xWizard NFTs

Step 1:
Purchase a

Sologenesis
xWizard NFTStep 2: 

Hold a
Sologenesis

NFT for atleast
one EPOCH

Step 4: 
Follow and
support the

xWizard
Community until

XLS-20D  

Step 3: 
Receive tokens

via Airdrop



AIRDR
OP

ALCHE
MY

Partner wizards
100

Xwizard allocation
Airdrop total

  500+
Drop amount

.25 - 1
 

drop 200
Xwizards to
Sologenesis
Nft holders 

and
 random

trustlines!!
 
 

Twitter giveaways
200 





Disclaimer
Disclaimer

 
Sologenesis Xwizard Nfts are not exchangeable

for Xwizard tokens
 

100 Xwizard tokens were burned to offset the
NFTS created during sologenesis

 
This token is not a security 

 
This token is not a promise of profit

 

Xwizard is a presale ticket to a
piece of art made by Cbot Labs

Inc.
 

Cbot Labs accepts no liability
for any losses or gains on
XWizard tokens or NFTS

Any Layers not yet minted are
subject to change or be modified

 
Layers minted during the sologenesis

will be removed from the total
collection per their associated

rarity specifications 
 
 
 


